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ABSTRACT: What drives support for the central public demands of a Revolution (its master
narrative) once the protesters win? The largest, most successful episodes of recent “revolution”
are often thought to have lasting effects on political preferences, becoming crucial reference
points that redefine or consolidate preexisting cleavages around the master narrative.
Developing a logic that distinguishes among protest aims, means, and ends, we argue postvictory politics is likely to be characterized more by continuity than transformation but that this
continuity is not adequately characterized as the falling apart of a “negative coalition.” To show
this, we employ original survey research from mid-2014 on Ukraine’s EuroMaidan, a large
victorious protest movement widely regarded as transformative of public opinion. We find that
actually having protested, having supported the protest, and even thinking that the protest itself
had net positive results are virtually all unrelated to post-protest support for the protest’s dual
master narrative of backing European Union integration and supporting the former president’s
resignation. Instead, attitudes toward the master narrative are best predicted by the “same old”
factors that have long shaped political preferences in Ukraine.
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